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IAIS ES-44AC #513 in Rock Island paint, leading a stack train through Altoona, IA on
October 1, 2019. Photographed by Carl Schneider.
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1. IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENTS-EVENTS AND
SHOWS:
NEW HOBBY SHOP IN INDEPENDENCE, MO

From: "David Engle" <rirocket@att.net>
Date: Mon, October 21, 2019 5:44 pm
To:
"KCRF" <kansascityrailfans@groups.io>
NEW HOBBY SHOP My name is Stephen Atwell and I am the owner of Midwest Model
Railroad in Independence. I wanted to reach out to local clubs as we are looking for
additional part time employee to join us three days a week, Thursday – Saturday. Along
with around 20 paid hours a week there is also an employee discount. We are hoping
to find someone interested in model trains so that they can answer customers’
questions in the store. Other duties include picking and packing orders for shipment in
our 2000 sq ft store near 40 Hwy & I-470. If you know of anyone in a Club or could post
or mention it to club members, we would be much appreciative. Also, we are offering a
$50 dollar gift card as a finder fee to the person or the club after 1 month of
employment. Best Regards Stephen Atwell stephen.atwell@midwestmodelrr.com Midwest
Model Railroad 17331 E. US 40 Highway, Suite 101C, Independence, MO 64055
www.midwestmodelrr.com.
Dave Engle
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2. NEW PRODUCTS:
CALHAN COLORADO DEPOT POSTERS
Tom Brugman
These are Rock Island posters we had commissioned over the last few years to raise
funds to help restore the Calhan, Colorado Rock Island Depot.
We now have an "in house" artist that has turned out some outstanding posters for us
and our Associate Members. The "Tip Top" poster is the best one she has done
according to the sales numbers. Prices are $20.00 plus $10.00 s&h. Unsigned Calhan is
$10.00 plus $10 s&h. The posters are printed on heavy card stock and are shipped flat
so that they aren't prone to "warp" so to speak over time. The postage price is good
anywhere in North America. The envelopes that we ship them in are bubble lined. If they
get damaged we will replace free. Send orders to Rocky Mountain Railroad Heritage
Society, Post Office Box 969, Englewood,Colorado 80151-0969,
Jim Jordan President-RMRRHS,inc.
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1925 ROCK ISLAND (CRI&P and CRI&G) GENERAL ROSTER
BOOK
*** STILL AVAILABLE! ***
1925 ROCK ISLAND (CRI&P AND CRI&G) GENERAL ROSTER BOOK.
300-PAGE BOUND VOLUME reprint.
*Individual numbers* and detailed statistics shown for each type of equipment as
follows: Steam Locomotives, Motor cars, Passenger cars, Freight cars, MofW
equipment, Stations, Shops, Engine houses, Turntables, Coaling stations, Stock yards,
Junctions/Interchanges, Personnel ...and MUCH MORE.
A wealth of fascinating information. You will not be disappointed!
300 pages: $12 + $2.50 postage (lower 48).
Please email to <PHunnell@yahoo.com> for simple ordering info and/or request
to see sample pages.
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RAPIDO TRAINS TAKING ORDERS FOR ROCK ISLAND
SW-1200 LOCOMOTIVES
https://rapidotrains.com/sites/default/files/2018/12/26-SW1200-collage.jpg
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3. CONVERTING A HALLMARK ROCK ISLAND 4-8-4 FROM
OIL TO COAL BURNER
BY STEVE HILE

BY STEVE HILE
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All of the model photos were taken by Peter Hall, except the shot of the complete
locomotive from Collinsville and the finished tender end, which were shot by me.
The Bureau coaling tower photo is from my collection and the color shot is an Al
Chione slide. Steve Hile
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All of the model photos were taken by Peter Hall, except the shot of the complete
locomotive from Collinsville and the finished tender end, which were shot by me. The
Bureau coaling tower photo is from my collection and the color shot is an Al Chione
slide.

Above: Al Chione photo of 5113 in Blue Island.
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WE MAY BE SHOWING A BIT
MORE THAN WE INTENDED
WANT TO SEE MORE?
OF COURSE YOU DO

Contributions by personal check are accepted at
the publisher's address 128 Whittier Circle, Falls
Church, VA 22046. Contributors wishing to submit
via PayPal may use our PAYPAL address:
editor@rockislandreporter.com.
Go to Paypal https://www.paypal.com/us/signin

SO, WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?
SUPPORT ROCK ISLAND REPORTER, THE NEWSLETTER, THE
WEBSITE, AND ROCK ISLAND LINES ON GROUPS.IO

Detail close ups of the Rock Island paint and lettering schematic for DL-107
#623 in modified Rocket dress. Collection of Tom Brugman.
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4. PROPOSAL FOR A NEW ROCK ISLAND HISTORICAL
SOCIETY
Bryan Moran
I feel a bit like Rip Van Winkle trying to catch up with happenings that occurred before I
transitioned from the old car hobby to being a RailFan and O. Scale modeler. , I caught
up by reading all back issues of the RIR. I also have been reading and purchasing RTR
from our local hobby store for the past 5 years. While I know RTR probably prefers a
subscription, I am a big believer in brick and mortar retail and support — here in Iowa –
Hobby Haven in Des Moines and Caboose Stop in Cedar Falls. I also just purchased
the Bill Riebe Rock Island literature collection from Dana Grefe who is VP of the Iowa
Chapter of NRHS. It was here that I received some old “The Rocket” club magazines,
including those in the end.
I was just informed by Seth Wetzel that then President of RITS Lee s just passed away.
I feel torn about whether to proceed with a new club idea. But what the heck, it's worth
a shot. Seth filled me in from his perspective how RITS came to be insolvent, moribund
and now dead. I understand the RITS Archives are in Manly, Iowa under the control as
it were of the Sabins and all I have is here-issay but as I understand it the Archives have
not been sorted and made usable, just dumped there for safe keeping. I sent a letter
presently to Dan Sabin asking for clarification of the RITS Archive mission and museum
progress.
Of course I read all or most of your fine publication for several years to gain some
insight. As a Railfan I am still a novice and I am sure I am seen by some as an
interloper, coming in after all the fireworks are over wanting to create a club dedicated to
Rock Island memories and history. I wrote letters to all of the Principals from my last
issue of The Rocket. Except for Mr. Bertholf and Mr. Wetzel. I am sure some of these
folks will have passed away and others are completely disinterested in reforming a club
similar to RITS.
However, I am set to join the historical societies for The Milwaukee Road, CB & Q and
the Union Pacific. I am ambiguous about the C & NW club because they hastened the
demise of the RI but they have a fabulous group, very active. You may know, the
Milwaukee Road group is funding a new building located at the Illinois Railway Museum
to store their archives and for them to meet.
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I cite these groups because I believe the Rock Island is best served with an established
group and not the splintered groups one sees. The cohesiveness of an over-riding Flag
group promotes the railroad better then even the NRHS. All of the splintered groups are
worthwhile — such as your e-publication and RTR, the semi annual Blue Island group
and other get togethers BUT cohesively we could be stronger together. Enough time
has passed and frankly and somewhat regrettably — some of the actors in the drama
which led to the demise of RITS are passed away — that I believe a new club effort
should be organized.
Here is what I am proposing. The Rock Island Historical Society as a new name, which
will be created by interested members who will pay $60 per year for dues. The dues will
pay for administration costs of the club, 2 issues of RTR magazine, and your enewsletter/publication. There will be a national meet offered every year somewhere
where the Rock Island was active. Your e-publication would receive an amount from
each dues paying member. Obviously, Andover Junction would receive money from the
dues. My Volume 13, Numbers 1 & 2 (2019) shows I paid $22 for this issue at the local
hobby store.
I am hoping that Andover Junction Publications can see the benefit of ‘guaranteed’
income from using RTR as the defacto club magazine. I would not change anything
regarding content or inclusion of club information as we saw with “The Rocket”. RTR
would not be a club magazine per se, but would be a benefit of joining the RIHS as a
member. The same would apply for the Rock Island Reporter. I cannot say how much
of each member dues would go to RIR, but my goal would be $10. $40 to RTR, $10 to
your efforts, and $10 for administration. Yes, this might place us at the high end of club
dues but I don’t see any other way around it.
I belong to and have belonged to several old car hobby club groups such as the Buick
Club of America. Their dues are $50 per year, 12 issues of a fine publication, websites,
and more. National meet costs are separate and are profitable. By profitable I mean
they help defray costs of a declining membership as all clubs are experiencing. The
bottom line is if someone wants to be a supporter and hobbyist of Rock Island history,
then the RIHS would be a great alternative to just being a bystander and joining several
sub-groups and buying RTR.
I read with carefulness RIR from inception through the last issue searching for new club
organization efforts, so I was not reinventing the wheel. It certainly appears all efforts at
creating a new club are done. I am not sure Ed Fairman or others have had stalled
efforts or not. As mentioned, since I am not a long time “player” in the NRHS or other
organizations, I certainly am seen as a “Johnny Come Lately” and “here we go again”
character. I read with interest the comments in RIR regarding the Sabin’s attempts at
establishing a meet back in 2015-2016 and trying to secure funds for their Diesel
Locomotive restoration projects. Then the information tailed off.
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It is clear to me that RIR is a phenomenal success garnering 1500 on your receive list.
I was informed by Seth Wetzel that he felt in the end, dues paying members of RITS
were maybe 450 with 1000 members at the zenith of the club in 2006. My goal for the
RIHS would be 1000 members. We need to aim high. I certainly understand that many
Rock Island employees have passed away, and the age of fallen flag railroads being an
interest to historians is less. But the NRHS is strong with good membership.
Do we just stay splintered and give up and get as you note — some eye candy from
Facebook (which I do not care for) or do we merge all messaging into a platform that
places easy to read and view print magazines and easy to read and print e-magazines
and support from all media into one melting pot group?
So what is next with my admittedly one sided plan?
I intend to reach out to
stakeholders interested in forming the RIHS and putting a defined plan in place to
create it. If Andover Junction, if RIR are not interested in being a stakeholder, then the
effort is dead on arrival. A new club faces enormous odds in getting a magazine such
as “The Rocket” from start up. Funds would have to stock pile for a while. As I am
finding out with my purchase of paper archives previously owned by Mr. Riebe, all of our
club magazines started out as simple black and white newsletters with poor
photography and type. I am sure Rock Island fans still lusted after these as their
connection to The Rock after it’s demise.
But that level of communication will not suffice in this day and age and the new club
would quickly decline in enthusiasm. My plan, to incorporate subscriptions and funding
to the 2 leading sources of Rock Island Railfan communications while creating an
overriding club is a win-win-win in my book. I welcome all ideas, but prefer positivity in
approach rather than “it can’t be done.”
Please consider partially or complete
placement of this email in the next RIR. As my initial dues for the RIHS, I am sending
$45 to RTR and $10 (or likely more) to RIR. I think clubs must have diversity in order to
survive. I have seen money issues, placed in the hands of one person, destroy several
clubs and we read about County Treasurers without oversight stealing taxpayer money
all the time. Therefore, the RIHS will have SOPs and By Laws in place to never let
what happened with RITS happen again.
Volunteerism and turnover of top
stakeholders is key to diversity of message and solvency of the club-period! Placing so
much control in the hands of one person because no one else wants to get their hands
dirty is a recipe for failure and it won’t happen again.
There is still much to preserve in the way of Rock Island history, many stories to tell —
and retell, photos to share and fun activities to plan and hopefully execute. But if any
more time evolves away from an overriding mission club, then as you know, the odds
decrease that a formidable club can sustain culture changes and tell the Rock Island
story well into the future. Bryan J. Moran
[Comments are invited. Send to editor@rockislandreporter.com and we will
consolidate to forward to Bryan Moran. Tom]
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5. ROCK ISLAND MAIL-BAGGAGE CAR 720
By Daniel Bekavac
As the final car for my HO scale Golden State fleet, I decided to model Rock Island
mail-baggage car 720. This car started its life in 1929 as a Pullman Standard built parlor
car 3500. In 1952, Rock Island converted two such car types into mail-baggage cars
with a 30 ft postal apartment. Sister car 721 was finished in February and 720 followed
in October. I decided to model the 720 because this car still survives today at the
Oklahoma Railway Museum in Oklahoma City. Despite the Golden State already having
five 1928 built heavyweight Southern Pacific (5065-5069) and three 1947 built
lightweight Rock Island (802-804) mail-baggage cars assigned to its fleet, Rock Island
added these two rebuilt heavyweight cars for postal and baggage service on the Golden
State. As I'm modeling the Golden State before Rock Island and Southern Pacific
started discontinuing the red and silver scheme in April 1953, I wanted to model this car
in its original appearance. The earliest dating photo of this car I know is a color photo
from the J. David Ingles collection, showing RI 720 in Omaha in 1953 being painted all
silver but with Golden State letter board in the center and smaller Rock Island letterings
on the upper corners. This makes me assume that this car might have been painted into
the red and silver Golden State scheme at least for the first months of its life, because if
it would have been a general service designated car, it would have received Rock Island
letter boards and no Rock Island letterings in the upper corners straight from the
beginning just like the three lightweight mail-baggage cars 802, 803 and 804 did, that
the Rock Island received from Pullman Standard in 1947 for Golden State service but
which never wore the red and silver scheme of that train because the Rock Island never
painted its Golden State assigned lightweight mail-baggage and baggage cars into the
red and silver scheme to match the rest of the cars. So if the Southern Pacific had their
heavyweight mail-baggage cars painted into red and silver, the Rock Island probably
wanted their two heavyweight mail-baggages 720 and 721 to match and therefore
painted them red and silver too. And since the Rock Island was very known for fast
changing paint schemes (especially on their diesel locomotives), it could have very well
been that RI 720 and sister car 721 wore the red and silver Golden State scheme even
if (in case of 720) it was only for half a year long. Unfortunately, no photograph has
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surfaced yet to prove it, but as well no other photograph has surfaced yet to prove that
they were not painted like that in the very beginning.
For the model, it was clear to me from the beginning that there would have to be a
compromise being made. The prototype is 77 ft in length if I recall correctly, and
heavyweight mail-baggage cars are hard to get in this length among HO plastic models
of such car types. The Walthers heavyweight mail-baggage car model that was released
in early 2019 however, is a model that comes close to the RI prototype despite being a
model of a 70 ft prototype car and therefore a little too short. Nevertheless the overall
look of it comes pretty close and that's why I decided to purchase such a car for
modeling RI 720. Walthers released this model in two versions: One version with a
clerestory roof, two narrow rectangular post office door windows and four narrow
rectangular baggage door windows and another version with a round roof, a post office
door with a single window with rounded corners and a baggage door with a single
window as well with rounded corners. So of course, the round roof version with the
rounded ‘‘modern style‘‘ windows on the doors would be the better and closer looking
choice for modeling this car. Among all the road names and versions that Walthers
released of this car type, only the clerestory roof ‘‘old style‘‘ windowed New York Central
car has the correct trucks needed for modeling the Rock Island car. Lucky as I was, I
was able to purchase a new Milwaukee Road model for only $33! The price was so
tempting that I simply couldn't say no! The Milwaukee Road model however is a model
with the clerestory roof and ‘‘old style‘‘ door windows, which would mean more work for
me. But in the end I was happy I went for this car because it was the perfect choice, as I
had already realized that the Roundhouse Harriman car roofs come closer to the RI
prototype than the round roof of the „modern style“ Walthers heavyweight cars does (the
rounding of the roof the car end of the Walthers model is not correct for the RI car as
well as the roof vent style). So with my spares of Roundhouse Harriman car roofs at
home, I was able to create a perfect roof for my model from two Roundhouse roofs by
sawing and glueing. Also the Roundhouse Harriman roof vents are correct for those of
the RI prototype, so I could easily create them and also place the vents into their correct
positions. Another advantage is that the curvature of the roof ends pretty much matches
the curvature of the car end sides of the Walthers model with only minimal filing required
to make it look perfect. However, the Roundhouse Harriman roofs feature guides (very
important so that the roof stays in a fixed position once placed onto the Walthers car
body!) that interfere with the ‘‘inner wall‘‘ of the Walthers model (the Walthers model has
a "double wall": An outer and an inner car side, which therefore needs to be filed off at
the top a bit to allow space for the Roundhouse Harriman roof guides. When all this is
done, the Roundhouse roofs fit the Walthers car body as if this was meant to be so!
Next were the windows. On the six post office windows, I removed the horizontal bars
because the RI prototype doesn't have them. One thing I noticed on the prototype photo
of 1953 is that the post office door has a vertical window bar in the middle of its round
cornered window, which is something the Walthers model doesn't have. So I removed
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the window piece of the model on the post office doors and then used a tiny file to
slightly enlarge the two narrow rectangular post office door windows of the Walthers
model by filing out the outer sides and rounding the corners and also narrowing down
the thicker center bar in order to make it more prototypically correct looking. So in the
end, with this ‘‘old style“ window version, I achieved a more prototypically correct look,
as my post office door window doesn't only have round corners now but also the correct
super narrow vertical bar in the center! In order to create the single round cornered
baggage door window, I removed the window piece of the four narrow rectangular
baggage door windows and then cut these pieces in a way so that only the pieces for
the two outer windows would be left over so that they could be inserted back into their
original position because they would from now on not serve as windows anymore but as
part of the baggage door wall. The bar separating the two center windows was then
completely removed and the bars separating the two center baggage door windows
from the two outer baggage door windows were narrowed with a file in order to create a
larger single baggage door window and also to make it have slightly rounded corners.
This was by far the most delicate and difficult work on the entire project! The then
created single baggage door window received transparent film as window panes just
like the post office door windows did, and the two former outer baggage door windows
were then overpainted in order to make them visually disappear as much as possible.
The window panes on all cars were of course not installed before painting the car sides.
Painting was as always the easiest part: The roof and the car sides above the belt rail
were painted red, while the car ends and diaphragms and everything below the belt rail
(underbody details, trucks and couplers) was painted silver. On that prototype color
photo that I mentioned I saw that the post office interior (at least in the area right behind
the post office windows) was painted red (just like the exterior), so I did that on my
model as well. The inner car walls I painted sea green and the floor black. This color
combination makes the interior light not shine too bright. What I also did was adding
these trapezoidal looking structures below the baggage doors, which is a feature that
makes these cars look very recognizable and different from other such car types. I did
that by simply using a piece of construction paper, cutting it into the correct form and
glueing it to the car sides below the baggage doors. I also removed the baggage door
steps from their original position at the car end facing end of the baggage doors to the
car center facing end of the baggage doors and also added silver painted stainless steel
grab irons at the center facing side of the baggage doors. The original trucks I replaced
with Walthers ‘‘Commonwealth Straight Equalized Trucks with Roller Bearings Inside
Stabilizing Bearing‘‘ which are 100% correct for the trucks that RI used on several of its
late era heavyweight cars like mail-baggages, baggage-dormitories, baggages and
diners. These trucks also received silver paint (they are only available in black) as well
as brass guide chains (four chains per each truck). These brass guide chains were also
hand painted using Revell Aqua Color Acryl paint just like everything else that I paint. I
also removed parts of the fishbelly underframe and coupler casings to increase the
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swiveling ability of the trucks so that my model can operate through 20 inch radius
curves. Last but not least, the car received its lettering in form of my self made shields
made from thin silver construction paper with printed on black lettering. Sure decals
would look better and more correct, but since I created the lettering for all my Golden
State cars this way, I kept on with the tradition. The final step was installing interior LED
lights with one three bulb stripe glued under the roof in the post office area and another
three bulb stripe glued under the roof in the position where the baggage doors are. As
this car will be running in the second position of my 14 car Golden State consist
entrained between mail-storage car (ex horse car) SP 4300 and baggage-dormitory car
RI 6015 or RI 820, at the very beginning of the modeling I already drilled in holes into
the car end doors for the plug connections of the interior lighting to pass through, as the
car end doors of this Walthers model don't have end door windows. With this 2019
Walthers plastic model being considerably lighter (I also removed the metal weights it
came with inside) than the heavyweight vintage Walthers wood and metal SP
heavyweight mail-baggage model, this plastic model will make pulling a bit easier for my
locomotives, but which doesn't mean that I will replace my SP mail-baggage. This RI
mail-baggage just adds some more variety to my Golden State headend cars
combinations, which increases operating fun and variety. In the end all I can say is that
this was a very fun project to model and I'm happy now to finally have a Rock Island car
for my Golden State that I wanted to have since a long time already. Let's hope that the
guys from the Oklahoma Railway Museum one day will refurbish old RI 720 and maybe
restore it back into such a good condition like RI 6015 (former baggage-dormitory now a
party car for kids) is now!
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Nine photos of RI 720 by Daniel Bekavac.

YOU NEVER KNOW
ABOUT THE
FUTURE
PLEASE DO YOUR
PART

KEEP ROCK ISLAND
REPORTER GOING
Contributions by personal check are accepted at the publisher's address 128 Whittier
Circle, Falls Church, VA 22046. Contributors wishing to submit via PayPal may use our
PP address: editor@rockislandreporter.com.
Go to Paypal https://www.paypal.com/us/signin
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6. OLE PADE SHARES PHOTOS OF HIS LATEST ROCK
ISLAND AND IOWA INTERSTATE MODELING
Ole Pade is a Rock Island and Iowa Interstate modeler from Sweden and he has shared
photos of his work on Rock Island Reporter for several years now.
Ole's latest work depicts locomotives of his favorite American railroads. In his own
words:
Some years ago, I discovered the IAIS, which took over the Rock Island's Council Bluff
to Chicago route, the line I had selected for modeling.
After contact and discussions with Joe Atkinson, an avid IAIS modeler, I was hooked.
Joe helped me a lot, see IAIS files, and my layout didn't have to change. Main city is
Iowa City in both cases and I can run either RR, if only change cars , RR-cars and
Road-cars. Perfect situation for me. However my IAIS stops middle of the 1990s.

Picture of my 4165 with proper alterations as per photos.
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Picture of my U33B/ #198, kitbashed after an article in RMC for N-scale.

Picture of SD20/#103 in IAIS. Kitbash on Atlas SD18.

As you already know, I've been modeling RI for years.
Best regards
Ole Pade
Sweden
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7. ROCK ISLAND
7. ROCK ISLAND COVERED HOPPER CAR SIGHTINGS CATCH THEM WHILE YOU CAN
Several readers have been forwarding photos of the surviving rock Island Covered
Hopper cars.
These cars continue to survive as "market overflow" cars, either moving loaded during
the rush seasons or sitting parked when demand is low. Railroads in general do not like
the returns they get on grain shipments and have been very reluctant to build new grain
cars for decades. This keeps some of the older "small cube" hoppers from being
scrapped, because they are simply too expensive to replace.
A decade or so ago, the AAR car interchange rules were changed to allow some cars to
continue in interchange service for 50 years (formerly the rule was 25 years). This
means the extended life expectancy for these RI cars will start to run out during the
2020 decade. So photograph them while you can. They are likely to be gone by 2029.
Mark Huff and Tom Schmidt have been sending examples of these cars. A number of
their shots are included here.
7 photos taken in Atlantic, IA, October 19, 2019. IAIS westbound at 12 pm.
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Markings NNW 65523. Previous RI number appears to be753029, built 5/75.
Photos by Mark Huff.
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FORMER RI COVERED HOPPER SPOTTED AT WORTHINGTON, MN
From: Tom Schmidt
Date: Thu, September 19, 2019 6:03 pm
To:
"Tom Brugman" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
Tom,
Saw the item in RI Reporter #23 about the blue covered hopper car. I spotted this one
at Worthington, MN on August 12, 2019, spotted in the packing house facility there. Still
looks good. It's a different number than the one in #23 so there are still a few around. I
call the picture "An Old Friend."
Tom Schmidt

Photo of ex RI Covered Hopper by Tom Schmidt.

FORMER ROCK ISLAND CENTER FLOW COVERED HOPPERS
STORED AT RAVENNA, KY
From: Stuart Thayer
Date: Sun, October 20, 2019 8:19 pm
To:
editor@rockislandreporter.com
Tom,
See attached for photos of two former Rock Island Center Flow covered hoppers that
are currently part of a large group of CSX covered hoppers that are in storage at the
former L&N yard at Ravenna, KY. These cars have been in storage at Ravenna for
several months and there is no immediate plans for them to be moved that I am aware
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of. They are adjacent to a park area which makes getting photos of them very easy for
any other RI fans that may be traveling through this part of Kentucky.
Both cars are part of the same group of cars built for the Rock Island in April of 1978. I
am pleasantly amazed that we are still finding former RI freight cars in service in 2019,
almost 40 years after the RI shutdown.
Stuart Thayer - Georgetown, KY

Photograph by Stuart Thayer.

Photograph by Stuart Thayer.
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Photograph by
Stuart Thayer.
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8. THE FUTURE OF ROCK ISLAND REPORTER
By Tom Brugman
NEWS ITEM: By the time you read this issue, Rock Island Reporter will (maybe) have
a new secure website — at the same old address (rockislandreporter.com). On top
of that in the world of chat groups, Yahoo is discontinuing its chat group network, so
RITSLIST@Yahoogroups.com, and CRIP-RR@Yahoogroups.com and others will no
longer be available. In an attempt to save the data stored on Yahoo for RITSLIST and
CRIP-RR, I have requested a data transfer to rockislandlines@groups.io.
RockIslandLines@groups.io has been upgraded to premium status to provide 10 GB of
storage space for your files. Again hopefully, all this will come off smoothly.
The current issue is the 24th Rock Island Reporter Newsletter produced. Issue 25 will
be next in February 2020, and my next goal will be to reach the 30th Quarterly issue in
2021. After that, we will reassess and see how far we want to go. For now your
contributions to Rock Island Reporter will be helping to defray costs for (1) the ENewsletter, (2) Mail Chimp email services, (3) the Rock Island Reporter website and (4)
the premium fees sustaining the data on chat group rockislandlines@groups io. This is
quite a growing family under the Rock Island Reporter umbrella.
If I am ever late in getting out the quarterly issues, rest assured it is because my highly
functional autistic self has been distracted by my current hobby -- feverishly drawing
Rock Island scenes and equipment on my computer. See the Virginia section under
Reader Contributions in this issue.
Long Live the Rock!
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IGNORE THE BUMPS IN THE RIGHT OF WAY!
KEEP ROCK ISLAND REPORTER GOING
Contributions by personal check are accepted at the publisher's address 128 Whittier Circle,
Falls Church, VA 22046. Contributors wishing to submit via PayPal may use our PP address:
editor@rockislandreporter.com.
Go to Paypal https://www.paypal.com/us/signin
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9. ROCK ISLAND FANS AND PHOTO SECTION
DENMARK
SWEDEN
NEW ZEALAND
ARIZONA
Subject: RIR Last Page
From: Diane Mehok
Date: Fri, September 6, 2019 10:18 am
To:
"editor@rockislandreporter.com" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
Mr. Brugman,
The August issue of RIR was forwarded to me by an old friend and Blue Island, IL high
school classmate (1958 graduation) Ross Dring. Blue Island was very much a blue
collar town - I was born there in 1940 and everyone I knew worked for the railroad, the
brick yard, Libby McNeil & Libby or Clark Oil Refinery. Not one teenager was without a
summer job — personnel folks came to our high school recruiting every spring. Like
Ross Dring who sent me your August issue, he and I both worked for the Rock Island
each summer while in high school and college, starting when we were 16. I recall the
first day on the job in the Superintendent’s office, a union representative coming up to
me with a paper to sign and I was issued a union card to the clerk’s union on the spot!
I truly could write a book about my experiences with the characters in that office — we
all worked without stopping from 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., but I still look back on it with
very fond memories. My dad was Elmer R. Joss who was a locomotive fireman and
engineer from 1924 until his retirement in 1972 - many, many stories to tell. His older
brother Harry Joss was also a RI engineer.
I now live in Scottsdale, AZ with my husband of 59 years, Gary Mehok, who spent his
Chicago summers working for the B&O. What happened to the Rock Island is a very
sad tale that we won’t discuss in this short story. I noted on page 3 of this issue that
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there will be a meeting on the South side of Chicago the first week of November at the
old Grace Methodist Church in Blue Island. An old friend of mine who I met in first
grade, Jan Doan, meets me every fall somewhere in the Chicago area and we go
through memory lane together, also visiting Rock Island, Illinois - where our
grandparents lived. Her husband also worked for the Rock. And so when I told her
about this meeting in Blue Island, we decided to make it part of our annual trek in the
area. So both of us will be there, including Ross Dring. I hope to meet other old-timers
who I know — really looking forward to it.
Please include my e-mail address for future issues. I am in the process of writing a
memoir for my grandchildren — they definitely live in a different world than the one I
grew up in. A large part of my story is about growing up in a railroad town — the
president of the First National Bank who went to our church said the banks in Blue
Island were never robbed because the town was surrounded by railroad tracks, lots of
suburban and freight trains coming and going, and a fast get-away was not possible 😊
I also have a lot of photos — one is a treasure — six Rock Island locomotive engineers
standing together outside the 44th Street shops, probably circa 1960. They were great
friends, played poker together, went fishing together in northern Minnesota, had nick
names for each other, lots of kidding and laughs. I was with my dad when he died in
1977 and he said, “Since I was a boy on the farm, listening to the Rock Island train
whistles from our little town, Atkinson, Illinois and going with my dad to take pigs and
cattle to the stock yards in Chicago, all I ever wanted to do was work on the railroad,
and I loved every minute of it.”
Warm regards and many thanks,
Diane (Joss) Mehok
[Diane - please send any photos you like. Our readers are interested. Tom]

ARKANSAS
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CALIFORNIA
TONY LONG PROVIDES ARTICLE ABOUT CHICAGO RAILROAD
PASSENGER TRAFFIC TO THE 1893 WORLD'S FAIR
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ROCK ISLAND FAN IN THE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA LIVE
STEAMERS TRAIN CLUB OF TORRANCE, CA
From: Andrew Zander
Date: Thu, October 3, 2019 3:14 pm
To:
editor@rockislandreporter.com
I have the following for the Nov 2019 issue.
I am a member of the Southern California Live Steamers (SCLS) train club. I am also
the Treasurer, Safety Officer and Eagle Project Coordinator of SCLS.
The club is
located in Torrance, CA at the Charles Wilson City Park, though not a part of the
park. SCLS has about 8000 feet of 7.5 gauge track over which the club provides free
rides to the public on two weekends each month. All the members are volunteers to the
city for this activity.
While SCLS itself owns a number of engines and riding cars, many of the club members
own their own equipment. I attached a few pictures of the equipment I own. The
engine is a replica of a SW1500 switcher. Its number, 1565, does not represent any
SW1500 switcher that Rock Island ever operated. The engine is 7.5” gauge, 1.5” scale.
It is all electric with a digital sound system. The company that made the switcher, Iron
Pony, Inc., is no longer in business.
I thought the readers of the Rock Island Reporter might like to see how a Chicagoan,
relocated to the West Coast, remembers the Rock Island he grew up next to.
Regards,
Andy Zander - Torrance, CA
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CONNECTICUT
COLORADO
CALHAN DEPOT: PRESERVING EMPLOYEE DOODLING OR GRAFFITI
From: "Jim Jordan"
Date: Sun, September 22, 2019 7:26 am
To:
"RIR Editor" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
While I realize that most station agents wrote their names on the smaller station baggage room
walls.This is the only one that also had what used to called doodling on two of the three walls.
The earliest date that I have found is 1922.In any event these are unique Americana at we will
preserve them.Jim Jordan.

Photo and closeup of rock island employee doodling on an interior wall of the Calhan
Station. Artist(s) unknown. Photo by Jim Jordan.

ROCK ISLAND POSTERS AVAILABLE PROMOTING CALHAN, CO
DEEPOT RESTORATION. ALSO SEE NEW PRODUCTS, PAGE 4
Tom
I mailed some Rock Island posters we had commissioned over the last few years to you
yesterday. To raise funds to help restore the Calhan, Colorado Rock Island Depot.We would like
to know what the cost would be to run an advertisement promoting the sale of our posters. We
now have an "in house" artist that has turned out some outstanding posters for us and our
Associate Members. The "Tip Top" poster is the best one she has done according to the sales
numbers.You are welcome to keep these as it seems silly to forward them back.Please let me
know of the price for a full page advertisement, and the copy deadline.Thank you for your kind
consideration.
Sincerely,
Jim Jordan - President, RMRRHS,inc.
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CORRECTION TO AUGUST SNOWPLOW PHOTO
From: "Editor@RIR" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
Date: Mon, September 9, 2019 12:40 am
To:
"Charles V Weart"
Cc:
"Tom Brugman" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
Glad you contacted me. I will give you full credit next issue. Thank goodness guys like you
were around to record these events. Love to use more of your material. Keep us in mind.
Tom Brugman
On Sep 8, 2019, at 8:00 PM, Charles V Weart wrote:
Your pic in the magazine this last time you said that this was the RI rotary snow plow. This was
the UP Rotary plow number 9000080 in the 77 blizzard taken on the Limon to Colorado Springs
line. I took the pic. I gave all of my pics to a fellow in Denver. I had over 100 photos of that
rotary on the Springs line.
My old caboose RI 17017 is at the Cheyenne UP roundhouse in storage.

UP Rotary plow number 9000080 in the 77 blizzard taken on the Limon to Colorado
Springs line. Photo by Charles V. Weart.
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FLORIDA
HAWAII
ILLINOIS
PAUL SUHUCH AND LES BECKMAN DISCUSS PLANNED MOVEMENT OF THE
ROCK ISLAND PEORIA TURNTABLE TO THE MONTICELLO RAILROAD MUSEUM
All:
I have been to Peoria only once since shutdown, so some of my experiences at that
time may be overshadowed by the current situation.
I went down to the riverfront and the Iowa Interstate was active on the Rock Island main
line running what appeared to be a local freight train or switching job.
I then visited the old depot. It was a restaurant or banquet facility at the time and was
not seeing much activity the day I was there and the doors were locked.
I went to the new depot which has been converted into offices for the Peoria Park
District. They apparently bought the building from the Rock Island trustee along with
the land between it and the river, which includes the turntable. All other yard and engine
servicing facilities are gone and are open space, with mowed grass. In the middle of
the grass expanse is the turntable. It's location at least 100 feet from the depot and the
setting is not of any interest to a railfan. You cannot get a picture of a locomotive on it
or nearby. There are no tracks to it and It looks out of place in its current location, like
an orphan in a sea of grass. See the attached aerial photo.
However, to a rail historian, the removal of the turntable to the railroad museum in
Monticello, IL is a move that will assure the preservation of the turntable for the
foreseeable future. I can envision a plaque or other story board in the museum situated
near the turntable giving its history in Peoria on the Rock Island railroad. Another piece
of Rock Island history saved and it finds a new home and use! The only other fate for
the turntable in my mind might be the scrappers torch.
My 2 cents worth.
Paul Schuch
From: RockIslandLines@groups.io <RockIslandLines@groups.io> on behalf of Bryan
Sent: Monday, October 14, 2019 9:48 PM
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To: RockIslandLines@groups.io <RockIslandLines@groups.io>
Subject: [RockIslandLines] RI Peoria turntable maybe removed
From the Peoria RR Yahoo group:
The following was posted in my Next Door Neighborhood news:
"Peoria RiverFront Park Turntable Proposal Meeting
On Thursday, October 17, 2019, at 6:00PM, the city of Peoria will host a public meeting
at the Gateway Building at 200 NE Water St. to gather comments on a proposal to
replace the railroad turntable located at the Riverfront Park near 161 Morton St. with
green space. A turntable is a round structure that is used to allow locomotives and other
rail equipment, to The Monticello Railway Museum (MRM), a non-profit located in
Monticello, Illinois , is a railway museum in Illinois, and home to over 100 pieces of
railroad equipment. The MRM has proposed to remove, refurbish and put the turntable
back into productive use in their rail system. They collect, preserve, interpret, and
exhibit materials and artifacts relate to railways and their history and also offer train
rides for special events as well as weekly rides from May through September. The MRM
proposal would remove the inoperable turntable at no cost to the city. Greenspace
would replace the site of the removed turntable. The public meeting will include a review
of the history of the location, location requirements, the proposal, and the opportunity for
public comment."
One correction to the above, The turntable was last used in May 1980 (EJ&E).
I have been a member of the Monticello Railway Museum since 1973. Therefore,
I will support the move of the turntable to the museum. A little sad that a reminder of the
old RI engine facility will no longer be in Peoria.
Ed Johnson
Peoria, IL
Thanks, Ed!
It is a surprise the turntable lasted as long as it did.
The Peoria Star the arrival reported the 90' turntable's installation on November 21,
1928. So it will probably have been in place 92 years before removal.
David P. Jordan
Morton, Illinois
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Google Maps view of the Peoria turntable.
Subject: R.I. turntable
From: Betty & Les Beckman
Date: Wed, October 16, 2019 8:27 pm
To:
"Tom Brugman" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
Hi Tom According to my friend, who is a long time member at the Monticello Railway Museum,
they have been trying to acquire the Peoria turntable for quite some time. He says, "first
Peoria wanted to get rid of it, then they didn't, then they did, then they didn't."
Supposedly they have not yet officially told MRM that they can have it, but obviously
someone from Peoria told the newspaper. The table is 90' long, and will be able to turn
all of the museums passenger cars which was an important consideration.
MRM's current plans are to go to Peoria sometime AFTER the museum's upcoming
Polar Express trains are finished for the year. They want to move it during a time when
the ground is frozen and not muddy.
Will keep you informed as best I can.
Les Beckman
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PETE HEDGPETH CLARIFIES EAST MOLINE ROUNDHOUSE AT
NATICK
From: jpslhedgpeth
Date: Thu, August 29, 2019 4:59 pm
To:
editor@rockislandreporter.com
Tom..Just a quick comment..A mention some place along this issue there was a mention
of a "roundhouse" at Moline IL...This area was called NATICK and, indeed, when I was
in that area a couple of years ago the "remains" of that roundhouse was still standing.
Also in one of the recent issues of Remember the Rock had a photo or two of this area
showing that building along with some others in that area.
Pete Hedgpeth

NEW READER MAY HAVE DATA FOR PROJECTS
From: "Bob Bell"
Date: Sun, September 22, 2019 4:20 am
To:
"RockIslandLines@groups.io" <RockIslandLines@groups.io>
Hello Tom.
I have downloaded and read most all of The RI Reporter and I must say you guys do a
bang up job. Keep up the good work.
My name is Bob. I was born and raised in the railroad capitol of the country, Chicago,
and grew up with the RI around Englewood station. After college, I spent a lot of time in
Iowa chasing the RI and running down anything left of the BCR&N, of which I have an
original book of operating rules. Later, moving to the Quad Cities, I lived a stone's throw
from Silvis, IL and throughout the 70's and 80's, took a lot of slides, photos and
collected a lot of memorabilia, blueprints, maps, time tables, diagrams, and the like . I
was at Silvis on "last day" and shot a few slides of The End. I have diagrams from both
diesels and freight rolling stock, passenger cars, M. O. W. , bridge and depot prints,
official company files and other stuff too numerous to mention.
I'll be glad to help out anyone who may need such info for the glorification of a mighty
good road.
Bob
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ROCK ISLAND EXTENDED VISION CABOOSE FOR SALE NEAR ROCK
FALLS, IL
From: "Alastair& Lynn Muir"
Date: Mon, October 21, 2019 2:00 am
To:
editor@rockislandreporter.com
Just in case any of you guys have a wife who is wondering what to get you for
Christmas, how about an actual RI caboose? This unit is for sale in my neck of the
woods. It is located on US 30 about 4 miles west of Rock Falls, Illinois, and 5 miles
southwest of Sterling, Illinois, at a place known as Kaye's Corners. It is complete with
leaf spring trucks , knuckle couplers and a section of track. A bit larger than Lionel, it will
not fit under your Christmas tree. The phone number
on the for sale signs is
815-626-2988. As he auctioneers say, "Buy em where you find em!"
Alastair Muir

Photo by Alastair Muir.
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IOWA
RESTORED ROCK ISLAND BLOCK SIGNAL
From: "Dana Grefe"
Date: Thu, August 29, 2019 6:19 pm
To:
editor@rockislandreporter.com
Tom,
I have completely restored this former Rock Island block signal that came from
Hampton, Iowa.
I have it wired for automatic operation of the signal aspects.
Feel free to use in your publications.
I also have a railroad museum with many Rock artifacts. Thanks.
Dana Grefe

[We were unable to provide DanaGrefe's complete video of the aspect
changes of his restored block signal, so we tried to do the next best
thing... we took still frames of the aspect changes on the video and
tried to show the slow motion of the first light fading, and the second
light brightening. The still photos do not do justice to the smooth,
steady, transitions between the aspects. So, we are crediting all the
following photography to Dana. Excellent work. Tom]
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BURLINGTON JUNCTION RAILROAD OPERATING FORMER RI
INDUSTRIAL TRACK
From: Landon Rowell
Date: Sat, October 19, 2019 1:22 am
To:
"editor@rockislandreporter.com" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
I have the following for the Nov 2019 issue
I was in Burlington, IA recently to view the Burlington Junction Railway, which operates
the former RI industrial track at Burlington. Unfortunately, Big Muddy's, a restaurant
which occupied the former RI freight station was damaged by flooding and has not
reopened. There were for sale signs on the building when I was there.
Burlington Junction's C415 switcher was sitting idle but I was able to get a photo from
the walking path that starts near Big Muddy's. This path is the only way to get near
enough the industrial area where Burlington Junction switches to watch the action
without trespassing. You can see if trains are operating when you drive by but there is
no place to stop.
I have attached photos of the C415. The freight station that housed Big Muddy's,
Burlington Junction's Geep passing the station, and the Geep switching. If you want to
get on the walking path, park near the freight station.
Landon
Following four photos by Landon Rowell.
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Eldon Model Railroad & Railoadiana Show
From: "Ken Vandevoort via Groups.Io"
Date: Sat, September 21, 2019 7:41 pm
To:
RockIslandLines@groups.io
I am going to try and make it and get some photos. I am looking for K&D emphasis. My
grandparents lived in a log cabin next to the K&D when they got married. My dad was
born next to it and grandpa's cow was in a Rock Island pasture. The section crew
maintained the fence. My cousin and I wanted a baseball field, so we mowed the grass
and needed uprights for a backstop, so we used old ties thrown down the embankment.
They had these funny nails with numbers on them, so I started saving them before the
rest of the world figured out what they were. Never could figure out if they were 1890 or
1906 since they only had the last two numbers.
Ken Vandevoort

NEW OWNER OF CABOOSE RI 17662 IN NEWTON, IA ASKS FOR
PLANS AND DATA FOR RESTORATION
From: "Jordan Thompson"
Date: Tue, August 27, 2019 3:40 am
To:
"RIR Editor" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
17662 is the number of the caboose. It's located in Newton, Iowa.
On Sun, Aug 25, 2019, 2:32 PM RIR Editor <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
wrote:
Jordan,
To assist you, we will need to know which caboose you own. Rock Island cabooses are
identified by the road number that would be stenciled on the ends and sides of the car.
A photo would also be very helpful.
We also track the location of surviving Rock Island cabooses, and photo log them. Tell
us where you are and we may already know about your caboose. A year or s ago we
were noting a listing in Iowa along one of the rock island mainlines that was for sale with
a caboose. Could this be Yours?
Tom Brugman
Rock Island Reporter
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---------------------------- Original Message ---------------------------Subject: Information request from your mobile website,
m.rockislandreporter.com
From: "Mobile Alerts"
Date: Wed, July 3, 2019 10:49 am
To:
editor@rockislandreporter.com

Dear site owner,
You've received a customer request from your mobile website
m.rockislandreporter.com, to send more information. Please refer to details below.
Date and Time Received: 3 Jul 2019, 2:49 pm
Name: Jordan Thompson
Comments:
I just purchased a home that has a rock island caboose on the property and want to
restore it to it's former glory and have had difficulty tracking down interior photos. Also
any blueprints or restoration resources would also be helpful. Thanks and have a great
day.

KIND WORDS
From: "James OHare"
Date: Mon, September 16, 2019 2:52 pm
To:
editor@rockislandreporter.com
Tom: Vey, very sorry to hear of the internet problem. As a faithful viewer of the RIR, I
appreciate all of your efforts. Both my father and I were Rock Island employees, and,
even though he passed away in 2008, your work to keep the memory of a once great
enterprise allows me access to the Rock Island long after its funeral. Thanks again, and
know work is held in high esteem. Jim O'Hare
-"Give up the notion that you must be sure of what you're doing. Instead, surrender to
what is real within you. For that alone is sure."
-Baruch Spinoza
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RIR LAST ISSUE
From: James Freeland
Date: Sun, September 15, 2019 9:54 pm
To:
editor@rockislandreporter.com
Just finished reading the latest edition of RIR.
I believe you are correct in that the RI will become just a faded memory in a hundred
years.
I remember watching RI trains when my family moved to Melcher-Dallas, Iowa. That
only lasted until 1974 when we moved to Mount Pleasant, IA where my parents still live.
Became a BN fan at that point. I was in fourth grade. At 54 soon to be 55.
I have only recently started exploring the Keokuk & Des Moines Subdivision. Using the
Openrailwaymap.org website to look for old ROW. Very useful.
I did reach a crossing just west Argyle, IA on the ole Santa Fe Main line thru Iowa. I
followed a service lane down to the bridge over the Des Moines River that the Santa Fe
crosses. While on the service lane, to my right the Santa Fe overhead and to my left
the RI at head level. From my under standing the RI went under the SF. An old
Gentleman told me that the RI went under the SF. I had assumed it was at Grade. The
old man told me that the SF removed the two bridges that went over the RI and filled the
passage in. They did as fast as they could. Now all I can do is estimate where via
Google Maps Satellite photo where they filled it in.
Do you know if the RI crossed the BN at Ottumwa, IA at grade or underneath like
it did with the Santa Fe? If you don’t know. Know anybody else who may know?
Please pass this on.
I intend to do a video and post on youtube of the entire K&D up to where it currently
terminates west of Pella, IA.
There is more track on the ground west of Keokuk than is being used by Keokuk
Junction Railway. There is so much overgrowth from almost forty years since the
liquidation.
I am also interested in the BCR&N from Burlington to Cedar Rapids. The Bridge at
Columbus Junction was removed within the last five years. That was a stout bridge.
Thank you for your time,
James Freeland
[Great questions James, but I don't have the answers to these questions. But I
know that our readers probably do. And I am asking them to send us the answers
which we will pass on to James. Tom]
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WILLIAM C. RIEBE GRAVESITE IN WAUKEE, IOWA
From: "David Engle" <rirocket@att.net>
Thank you very much for sending this image.
Totally Gorgeous!!! I'm copying this to our newsletter and magazine editors.
He, Barbara, and brother Bob will be sorely missed by many of us
Dave Engle
On Thursday, October 3, 2019, 08:46:42 PM CDT, Ruth & Dwight wrote:
From: Cora Van Rheenen Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2019 1:28 PMTo: Ruth
Johnston

The William C and Barbara J Riebe gravesite in Waukee, IA. Photo provided by Cora
Van Rheenen.
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FORMER CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER OF THE ROCK ISLAND
COMMENTS ON PHOTO OF IAIS POWER
Subject: FW: IAIS in Altoona
From: C.B. Sterzing, Jr.
Date: Sun, October 13, 2019 9:18 pm
To:
Carl Schneider
Thanks, Carl. Wish we had some of these ES44ACs when the excellent trainmaster
from Estherville and yours truly formed a two-man team to move grain trains stranded
by the strike out of Bow and Arrow Country. My last trip up there to deliver 75 empties
to the Cargill elevator at Royal, IA and pull out an equal count of loads, we had a Geep
on one end and two U-Boats on the other(had to change directions crossing a piece of
the MILW).
We made it out ok, but am sure these new "RI" engines would have been more fun to
operate. Glad to see the "East Iowa"(SD 5)looking so good. Thanks again for including
me in your updates. From an amateur locomotive engineer' perspective, that was my
favorite part of CRIP. The grades were easy(except for the eastbound down to the Big
River at Davenport), and you could go fast on the straightaways. Should add, as you
know, heading west from your hometown of Altoona to Short Line Yd in Des Moines,
you have to watch your step there too. But that was all part of the adventure.
Best
regards, cbs
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C B Sterzing Jr was commenting of this photo of IAIS ES-44AC #513. Photographed by
Carl Schneider passing through Altoona, IA on 10/1/19. Also used on cover.

KANSAS

KENTUCKY
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LOUISIANA
STEPHEN PETERS PHOTOS OF THE ROCK ISLAND DEPOT AT
HODGE LA
From: "Stephen Peters"
Date: Mon, October 28, 2019 11:47 pm
To:
"editor@rockislandreporter.com" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
This is the depot in Hodge, LA that is currently used by a short line railroad named
Louisiana Southern Railroad. This depot and track was once used by Rock Island on its
north-south route to Eunice, LA. I was actually allowed to go inside the depot, but they
would not let me take any pictures. The freight room, rest rooms and agent desk area
are the same as what they were 60 years ago. They have updated some of the utilities
and added computer and communication equipment in bay window area.
Stephen Peters

Photo by Stephen Peters.

Photo by Stephen Peters.
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ROBERT HENDRICK ON HODGE, LA
From: "Robert Hendrick"
Date: Sat, October 26, 2019 10:13 pm
To:
editor@rockislandreporter.com
Cc:
rirrocket@ATT.net
Tom,
Louisiana Southern (WATCO affiliate) office that was the CRIP station in Hodge, LA.
You can still see the disabled signal arm in front of the station Two shots of the LA
Southern yard that was the CRIP yard in Hodge prior to 1980. LA Southern’s main
customer is the Westrock paper mill in Hodge just to the NW. The remnants of the CRIP
going north to Ruston, LA & El Dorado, AR. It is used to store the LA Southern engines
& I believe the sanding tower remains from CRIP days. LA Southern uses the old North
Louisiana & Gulf line to reach KCS in Arcadia, LA.
The CRIP line south of Jonesboro, LA first looking north & second looking south. This
line is used to access a lumber products mill in Dodson, LA. I don’t think the line has
any traffic going south to Alexandria, LA.
If you have to hold this to next issue I understand. Happy to answer any other questions
you have.
Robert Hendrick
Monroe, LA

Louisiana Southern (WATCO affiliate) office that was the CRIP station in
Hodge, LA. You can still see the disabled signal arm in front of the
station. Photo by Robert Hendrick.
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Above: The remnants of the CRIP going north to Ruston, LA & El Dorado, AR. It is
used to store the LA Southern engines & I believe the sanding tower remains from
CRIP days. LA Southern uses the old North Louisiana & Gulf line to reach KCS in
Arcadia, LA. Below: The CRIP line south of Jonesboro, LA first looking north (left) &
second looking south (right). This line is used to access a lumber products mill in
Dodson, LA. I don’t think the line has any traffic going south to Alexandria, LA. All
photos by Robert Hendrick.
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Two shots of the LA Southern yard that was the CRIP yard in Hodge prior to 1980. LA
Southern’s main customer is the Westrock paper mill in Hodge just to the NW. Photos
by Robert Hendrick.

MICHIGAN
MASSACHUSSETTS
WHATEVER HAPPENED TO COACH #308 DREAM LAKE?
By Brian Ehni - Steve Hile - and more
By Tom Brugman:
This inquiry started with Brian Ehni. Your friendly Rock Island Reporter investigated the
disposition of this car.
First, we started by calling the Whistle Stop Restaurant in Gilbertville, MA. Only one of
the employees recalled the car, and explained the restaurant did not own the siding or
property next door. That property belongs to shortline Mass Central.
Three contacts later, we found Bob Bentley, the retired president of Mass Central, who
did recall the car, and has agreed to help us learn about its disposition. So far, we have
learned the car was stored at Greenville Yard NJ, on the New York, Cross Harbor RR
back in the late 1980s. At that time it may have been owned by Naparano Iron and
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Metal, a large scrap dealer in Newark, NJ. Apparently, the value of stainless steel, did
not warrant scrapping at that time.
In Bob's opinion, the photo that started this inquiry, probably dates to the early 1990s
when the car was transferred to unknown ownership and was held on the siding next to
the Whistle Stop Restaurant for a short and unknown period of time.
Current location and disposition have not been established as of this writing. Bob has
offered to call us again if finds anything on it. Stay tuned.
On November 4, 2019 3:35 pm, Tom Brugman wrote:
The address is 248 MA 32. The Whistlestop still has the Gilbertville sign. Google Maps
confirms the car is no longer on the property.
On Nov 3, 2019, at 12:15 AM, Steve Hile wrote:
This Gilbertville is in Massachusetts and it does not appear that the car is there any
longer. Any idea when the picture was taken and the name/number of the RI car?
Steve Hile
From: BRIAN PAUL EHNI
Sent: Saturday, November 02, 2019 6:02 PM
Subject: [RITSLIST] Which car is this?
Thanks!
Brian Ehni

Photo of Car believed to be Dream Lake, Budd 1939, at Gilbertville, MA,
approximately 1990. Next to the Whistle Stop Restaurant. Photographer unknown.
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Rock Island car diagram of Dream Lake from 1958.

MINNESOTA
KEN ZEISKA'S ROCK ISLAND ADVERTISEMENT COLLECTION
From: "Ken Zieska"
Date: Thu, October 3, 2019 4:26 pm
I have a small collection of Railroad related advertisements. I like to see how the
railroads present themselves in the print media. Four examples from my collection
follow:
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FEEDBACK AND PHOTO DVDs
From: "JOHN GOHMANN"
Date: Sat, October 5, 2019 4:46 am
To:
"Editor@RIR" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
Tom
Thanks. You are working late. Really not trying to solicit — just sharing - I am still
working 10-12 hours a day six days a week on my Minnesota Commercial RR.
You do a great job — based on love of the rock island memory and remind me of Bob
Stroruzak, now 80, who was President of Milwaukee Road Historical Society for 22
years and now building and setting up a MILW Road Museum at Illinois Railroad
Museum in Union, Ill
Keep up the wonderful job and send me an address where we can send a cash
donation to help keep your costs covered
Good weekend
John
On Oct 4, 2019, at 11:35 PM, JOHN GOHMANN
If any interest in the books or the DVDs, folks can call our office at 847-548-0482 More
than likely they will get a voicemail, and can leave a message and we'll call them back.
We are only in the office a few days a week.
Here's a possible contribution for the next edition of the reporter if you need it.
First four pages are old RI adds from the late 1940s and early 1950s taken from a book
I put together in 2011, called Railroad Advertising During the Great Era. There are two
volumes, the first, a color book of about 200 pages of advertisements from the industry,
and the second, a black and white edition of close to 400 pages. We have just a few
( perhaps half a dozen of each) and the color is $75.00 and b&w $40, plus postage. Not
trying to solicit any orders.
Also, we made DVD discs many years ago — one of them features dozens of Rock
Island photos from the 50s and 60s (all from color slides) I took growing up in the
Midwest - along with some B&O photos. We have about a dozen of those left... They
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are $7.00 each plus postage. Would be glad to send you a comp copy if you can give
me your mailing address
The last two pages are
(1) a Howard Fogg painting done in early 1950s when he was the official artist for Alco
Locomotive and did paintings for alco, which they gave to buying railroads. This one is
from an early 1950s Alco add.
(2) a print of the Golden State taken somewhere in Iowa in late 1950s. cant recall
where.
Feel free to use any of these for the Reporter, and keep up the good work.

1

John

2
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MISSOURI
PHOTO CRIP BL-2 #425
From: "David Engle" <rirocket@att.net>
Date: Sat, October 5, 2019 9:23 pm
To:
Kenneth Ardinger
Cc:
"Tom Brugman" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
Glad to hear from you. I vaguely remember seeing an Otto Perry Collection image in
eastern CO, this may or may not be it. Date has to be mid '50s
Dave Engle
On Friday, October 4, 2019, 04:18:53 AM CDT, Kenneth Ardinger wrote:
---------- Forwarded message --------From: ken
Date: Thu, Oct 3, 2019 at 11:04 PM
Subject: Fwd: CRIP 425-BL-2
To: kannett
From: wtclynes
Sent: 10/3/2019 2:50:21 PM Eastern Standard Time
Subject: CRIP 425-BL-2
When was the last time you saw a BL-2 in mixed train service? No data on picture.
Bill
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NEBRASKA
COUNCIL BLUFFS STORAGE LOCKER THEFT
From: "Michael Lowe" <jimhill1867@hotmail.com>
Date: Tue, September 24, 2019 11:18 pm
To:
RockIslandLines@groups.io
I know there are some of you in the Omaha Council Bluffs area.
Between 1140am Sunday and 930am Tuesday, my storage locker in Council bluffs was
broken into, with the theft of DVDS, UP/MP maqs of mileage and tonnage ratings from
1980s, CNW two Iowa track profiles numerous up employee timetables from 1990s to
2015. UP master employee timetable in notebook at least two, at least two CORA
operating guides, many other older employee timetables from the Southwest, PC etts
from 1960s to 1970s. A 1914 Open And Prepay Station List Erie RR 1918 mileage
guide, 1957 Erie Lackawanna railroad mileage guide need to recheck the date. I HAVE
TO work up a list for the police dept.
There are some CDs for MKT Slic lists, and MP CDS for 1941 and 1954 employee
timetables , MP circulars on CDs.
I know this isn't the normal place to put this, but how do you get out to other railfans
quickly.
my email is jimhill1867@hotmail.com
Michael Lowe

NEVADA
NEW MEXICO
OHIO
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OKLAHOMA

POSTCARD PHOTO OF THE TEXOLA, OK DEPOT FROM 1902
From: L. A. Reed
Date: Sun, October 6, 2019 11:58 am
To:
editor@rockislandreporter.com
I have the following for the Nov 2019 issue
Depot at Texola, Oklahoma.
Located in Beckham County on US 66 at the Texas State line.
This community was established in 1902 when the Rock Island was completed
westward as far as the Texas Panhandle.
Real Photo postcard: credit collection of L. A. Reed.
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MY DAD AND THE ROCK ISLAND
From: "Dean Schirf"
Date: Fri, August 30, 2019 8:00 pm
To:
"Tom Brugman" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
Cc:
"David Engle" <rirocket@att.net>
My father, Urban Schirf, hired on at the El Reno, Ok. Rock Island Shops on August 2,
1945. Dad, who had a minimum grade education, described a back injury he suffered in
a personal Journal on May 27, 1948, while lifting a spring saddle to position it on an
engine. He saw a number of company doctors following the injury but was never
cleared to return to work thus ending his railroad career by the end of 1948. Working
for railroads can be dirty, laborious and dangerous work. It can also be an unsteady
form of employment as he duly noted at the time in his journal. Certainly not conducive
to receiving a steady pay check trying to support a family of seven at the time. I have
my dad to blame for my life long journey of following trains and especially the Rock
Island, starting at 4 years of age, when he would take me to visit the roundhouse.
Seeing those mammoth hulks of menacing black, hissing steam engines all huddled
under a single roof made a lasting impression. Dad, who was a welder, ended up
moving his family to Chickasha to find non railroad employment…….and where my love
for the Rock Island would continue to grow in the eight years that we lived there.
Dad passed away having suffered a stroke in August 1965 at the age of 56. He worked
damn hard throughout his life making a living for his family (that ended up at nine) on a
number of jobs and one of my deepest regrets is not taking the time to properly thanking
him when he would come home after work looking tired, in dirty and tattered coveralls
and hearing the jingle, jangle of his metal lunch box handle while sitting it upon the
kitchen counter.
THANK YOU DAD.
Respectfully submitted:
Dean Schirf
Harrah, Ok.
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Here are my dad’s Journal entries denoting his back injury and on/off work schedule:

-
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ROCK ISLAND BARBER POLE PAINT SCHEME
From: "Dean Schirf"
Date: Tue, September 24, 2019 4:20 pm
To:
"Tom Brugman" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
Cc: Engle" <rirocket@att.net>
"Dean Schirf"
Recently made a trip into the city to visit the Oklahoma Rail Museum. Had not been
there for a spell. Always enjoy the various projects and static displays that a cadre of
gifted volunteers work on in keeping the history of Oklahoma Rails alive for not only the
enjoyment of us “older” guys but for the weekly train rides that the kids come to enjoy
throughout the year.
While there I was informed the volunteers are planning to paint one of the ole ALCO
RS-3s on the property with the original Red, Black and White “Barber Pole” Wing
Scheme complete with silver trucks. To my knowledge this would be the only such paint
scheme of this type to be found anywhere. Howard Fogg, one of the greatest rail artist
to ever put paint on canvas, considered Rock Island’s first generation original wing paint
scheme as the most striking ever applied to a freight diesel locomotive. I would have to
agree.
History: Rock Island purchased 35 RS-3s from September 1950 through November
1951 many of which were used in commuter rail service out of La Salle Street Station
primarily in the 1950s and 60s…….# 489 even lasted until November 1973. Here is a
picture I took of an HO model RS-3 in my collection.
Respectfully submitted: Dean Schirf, Harrah, Ok.

Photo by Dean Schirf.
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ROCK ISLAND PHONE AND BULLETIN BOARD
From: "Dean Schirf"
Date: Thu, September 26, 2019 4:05 pm
To:
"Tom Brugman" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
"1-816-734-8949 Engle" <rirocket@att.net>
About a year ago the wall telephone and bulletin board that once hung on the walls of
the Chickasha. Ok. Rock Island Depot had come into my possession. This summer I
drove to the Grady County Museum located in Chickasha to donate the telephone and
bulletin board to the museum. The telephone may well be a century old……I remember
a bulletin board on the wall in the 1950s hanging in the freight area of the depot and this
could have been that one. The museum has recently established a transportation room
with the Rock Island being the central focus of the room. Chickasha was founded in
1892 when Rock Island spotted a boxcar on a siding followed by construction of a 20
stall roundhouse and major steam locomotive facilities that at one time employed 600
workers. Here are several pictures showing the newly established transportation room
along with the telephone and bulletin board.
Note: Chickasha was once served by three railroads:
Santa Fe. Rock Island had 80 per cent of the rail traffic.
Respectfully submitted:
Dean Schirf
Harrah, Ok.

Rock Island, Frisco and the
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HOLLYWOOD MOVIE HUMAN DESIRE FILMED ON RI AT EL RENO, OK
On Oct 1, 2019, at 11:33 AM, David Engle <rirocket@att.net> wrote:
Did anyone see this?
Dave Engle
On Sunday, September 29, 2019, 10:51:29 AM CDT, Stephen Taylor[RailSpot] wrote:
My wife and I watched a nifty little noir last night called "Human Desire" The plot
revolved around a love triangle, with the two males working for the "Northern Central"
railroad.
Glenn Ford was an engineer, just returned from Korea, and Broderick
Crawford was the assistant yardmaster where Glenn Ford was based. Gloria Grahame
played Crawford's much younger wife; she meets Ford, and complications ensue. Oh,
also murder.
I just assumed the outside work was done in California. Oh, no. Much of the movie
was filmed in El Reno, at the yard and shops of the Rock Island. Much of the action
takes place outside, and it's neat to see the activities in the yard and all the fallen flags
as far as the eye could see. The opening credits are breathtaking, with the camera
strapped to the undercarriage of a passenger train and to the front of Ford's locomotive,
which was an FA owned by Rock Island. There were also shots taken on the East
coast. A good movie period, but a great movie for railfans.
Some railfans have already posted a lot of detail about the outside work on IMDB.
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0047101/goofs/?tab=gf&ref_=tt_trv_gf A good read.
Stephen Taylor
Austin

Collage of
backstage photos
and data for the
movie Human
Desire by Fritz
Lang. Photo by
Dean Schirf.
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From: "Dean Schirf"
Date: Tue, October 1, 2019 8:16 pm
To:
"1-816-734-8949 Engle" <RIRocket@att.net>
Cc:
"Paul Schuch"
"Tom Brugman"
Yes, Dave I did. Here are some tidbits on the movie. There are a number of original
black and white photos in the El Reno Depot detailing the movie, etc., showing the crew
standing around waiting to do a scene. I have a VHS tape of the movie which ran on
TMC some years back. The yard and a house just east of the depot were used on the
close in shots and a myriad of other lines were used when scenes were taken out on
the road. What was so disappointing to me is you saw no Rock Island rolling stock in
the movie…even the FA unit with Ford at the controls being put in the roundhouse had
the RI herald removed but you could tell it was the RI freight paint scheme……the b&w
photos in the depot show the stars standing around with all the equipment and in those
photos you can see the Rock Island logo on the nearby cars……never figured out why
they were not shown in the movie while other roads were visible. The crew stayed in
the Skirvin Hotel in OKC while filming was done…in fact, there are pics in the lobby that
show Ford there at the time. I think I have taken some pics of those at the El Reno
Depot and will try and locate and send to you.
Dean Schirf
Harrah, Ok.

Glenn Ford
pictured in the
cab of RI FA-1
#153,
repainted as a
fictional
railroad.
Movie promo
photo.
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FORMER CRI&P OUTSIDE WOODEN BRACED CABOOSE IN
NORTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA CITY REVISITED
From: Dean Schirf
Date: Mon, November 4, 2019 2:48 pm
To:
"1-816-734-8949 Engle" <RIRocket@att.net>
Cc:
74mt141@att.net
"Tom Brugman" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
Thanks Dave for sending this to me. And thanks Robert for going out of your way to
photo this caboose. Robert, I pass this caboose numerous times each month on my
way to OKC. We have never met but I am a Rock Island historian going back to when
my dad worked in the El Reno Roundhouse in the late 1940s.
Just wanted to share a little info on your post. Caboose #17725 is actually in Choctaw,
not NE Oklahoma City. The City of Choctaw placed it there to mark the Centennial Year
(2007) of Oklahoma. Yes, it did languish in disrepair for a time until a local boy scout
troop took it on as a painting project. Choctaw City Manager Ed Brown first had the
windows replaced and the doors fixed to not allow outside entrance and protect the
inside from further rain and storm damage. The caboose now looks great and sits
alongside the Rock’s Choctaw Route, Memphis/Tucumcari line, now operated by the AOK from OKC to Shawnee……a distance of some 35 miles. It sees very little traffic now
between the two cities but I still hear train whistles as I live approx. a mile from the line
in Harrah……some 6 miles east of Choctaw. This line once had some of the longest
Rock Island daily freight trains in excess of a hundred cars between Memphis and the
Rock’s Southern Division Point in El Reno. If you receive the quarterly Rock Island
Reporter you will find several stories I have done on #17725.
Thanks David and Robert for sharing.
Dean Schirf
Harrah, Ok.
----- Forwarded Message ----From: Robert J. Casares
Sent: Friday, November 1, 2019, 11:17:12 AM CDT
Subject: Former CRI&P Outside Wooden Braced Caboose in northeastern Oklahoma
City
Gentlemen,
I went on a quick road trip from San Antonio Texas to Altoona Iowa and back this past
week.
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One of the goals of the trip was to visit and photograph the former CRI&P outside
wooden braced caboose on display next to the Choctaw Route rails in NE Oklahoma
City. I've been in this area a few times, but it was always at night and had never seen it
until my previous trip to the area. The display is seven or eight miles east of IH-35 on
23rd Street.
I hope the photos will please. The crummie is open on one end and is empty inside. I
suspect vagrants have been camping out inside the unit.
Best regards!
Robert J. Casares
San Antonio, TX

Two photos of restored Rock Island Outside Braced Caboose 17725 in
Choctaw, OK by Robert J. Casares.
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OREGON
TENNESSEE
TEXAS

RAINBOW OVER AN OLD ROCK ISLAND CROSSING SIGN
Tom - a Rock Island story — sure enough!
Several years after 2001, while I was continuing to pursue my Rock Island
oral history project, I passed through Jennings, Kansas. Not too many
miles later at a rural grade crossing of the old Rock Island, I spotted the
railroad crossing sign in the accompanying photo, which sign was lying in a
ditch near the crossing.
The crossing was otherwise protected with
crossing signs, so I threw this sign in my car trunk, and kept motoring.
Over the ensuing years, it has continued to accompany me in my various
moves.
I have been in my current location for over six years, and for most of that
time this sign resided in my shed. I had available two outbuildings on
which I could have hung it, but just was not convinced of the quality of
views available.
Then one day as I l looked out the back of my house, it struck me — that
fence would make a great means of display with a great and frequent view.
So I wired it up.
Then last spring my brother in law called and said there was a great view of
a rainbow over east of my place. I looked out and sure enough, there it
was. So I grabbed my camera and took a few shots of the rainbow. And by
pure happenstance, my fine railroad sign became a second outstanding
feature of this fine photo. Shades of the old Rock Island in western
Kansas, transplanted into Central Texas.
tes
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UTAH
VIRGINIA
MORE ROCK ISLAND RAILROAD COMPUTER ART IN VIRGINIA
My latest vector graphic drawing projects. Tom Brugman

DL-109 #621, Christine. Nearly complete.
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Above: Caboose 17887 is mostly done above. Below:
Caboose17775, is only about one-third done. Lots of research
needed to get the details right. Originals by Tom Brugman

Below: Butterworth Tours observation car Big
Ben is also on the drawing board.
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WASHINGTON STATE
WISCONSIN
ROK ISLAND CABOOSE FOR SALE IN WISCONSIN
From: "Joe Connelly"
Date: Thu, August 29, 2019 2:04 am
To:
editor@rockislandreporter.com
I drove past this in Wisconsin
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10. ROCK ISLAND WANTED
BILL POLLARD SEEKING TIMETABLE INFORMATION ON
BURLINGTON-ROCK ISLAND
From: William Pollard
Date: Thu, October 3, 2019 5:12 am
To:
editor@rockislandreporter.com
I am trying to make a compendium of all Burlington-Rock Island timetable issues,
beginning in 1930 when B-RI was formed from part of the Trinity & Brazos Valley. I
believe that B-RI public timetables were issued generally between 1930 and 1950. In
1950, the RI and C&S began alternating operation of the railroad in 5 year increments
and its believed that joint public timetables ended at that time. If you have a B-RI public
timetable, if you could send the issue date (and ideally a cover scan) to Bill Pollard
arkrail@arkansas.net I will compile the data for future publication in RIR. The
microscopic date in the illustrated issue is June 3, 1945.-
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Stephen Eudy
Date: Thu, October 3, 2019 4:18 am
To:
"Tom Brugman" <editor@rockislandreporter.com>
Hello Mr. Brugman,
I hope this finds all well with you.
I am trying to find out where this C.R.I.&P. tower was located. Do you have any idea ?
Any help will be appreciated. I look forward to the next RIR, and hearing from you.
Take care, Stephen Eudy

[Stephen: I know I saw this photo and another from the reverse side of the same
tower discussed on the RITSLIST yahoo group which appears to have been
deleted from the net. For the life of me I can't recall the station name other than it
was in Iowa. Perhaps our readers have a better recollection the I do and can
pitch in. Tom]
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11 OBITUARIES AND REMEMBRANCES
WILLIAM L. WHITE, KANSAS CITY RAILFAN
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Bill White
From: Ken Vandevoort via Groups.Io
Date: Mon, September 9, 2019 11:25 pm
To:
RockIslandLines@groups.io
I met Bill White through Dave. Bill was working for the C&NW in Council Bluffs when I
was living in Omaha. He called me up to come over one night to meet Jim Neubauer.
Jim brought his late steam and early diesel movies. That was before Jim's work was
appearing in commercial videos. I went with Bill one night when he wanted to check out
the Zephyr Lounge in Council Bluffs. He figured there had to be a railroad connection.
He did say that if there was more than one motorcycle parked outside, he wouldn't go
in. After I returned to Iowa, I put my name on the list with the C&NW to be an engineer.
Bill and another engineer friend both advised me NOT to work for the C&NW.
I was thinking about him a week ago. Sorry to hear the news. He can now swap stories
with his grandfather and they are probably about steam.
Ken Vandevoort

Bill White in Memoriam
From: "David Engle" <rirocket@att.net>
Date: Wed, September 18, 2019 9:03 pm
Bill White is nearly the first local fan I met when I came to the KC area in the early 60's.
He never had e-mail, so I confess I passed pdf copies of RI R under the printer table to
him. Not only did he just tell stories, he could assume the persona of his late
grandfather, who was a long time engineer on the RI between KC and Herington in the
~40s, etc. Bill himself was a switchman for SLSF in the '60s, when one night he got a
waybill for an unnumbered hopper car. The car turned out to be the KCS 55 Hospitality,
which was to be set out on the Troug-Nichols spur near 75th & I-35 in JoCo. Bill
became active with the SH group that jelled from this event and grew successfully for
many years. Bill submitted a good quantity of material to Remember the Rock and some
good consist info to The Mixed Train, which has some readership in KC.
Dave Engle
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LEE BERTHOLFF, ROCK ISLAND TECHNICAL SOCIETY BOARD
MEMBER

Lee Bertholf
From: Jeff Worones
Well said Brian.He will be missed.
Thanks!
Jeff Worones
Seattle WA
On Monday, November 4, 2019, 09:52:47 AM PST,
BRIAN PAUL EHNI wrote:
Truly sad news. A friend of the Rock Island to the end.
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Thanks! Brian Ehni (Sent from my iPhone)
On Nov 4, 2019, at 10:50 AM, Dave Kroeger wrote:
Not sure if anyone has mentioned. Former RITS Board Member and longtime fan Lee
Bertholf passed away in Waterloo, IA. He either died late Friday, November 1, or early
on the 2nd.
I have not heard anything as yet from anyone on services. Lee was a great person who
organized many Rock Island Meets in Cedar Falls/Waterloo over the years.
He will be missed.
Dave KroegerPresidentNRHS Iowa ChapterUrbandale IA

REMEMBERING JIM TOWNSEND
On Aug 28, 2019, at 10:34 PM,
William POLLARD wrote:
Hi Dean,
I was reading through RIR tonight and saw the obit that you had provided for Jim
Townsend. We were fortunate to have him around for so long after the railroad's
demise, to share his knowledge.
Recently Steve Goen asked me about a named locomotive for Townsend - do you know
of such? I know there was no 4300 series named for him, but there were a number of
smaller Geeps, GP7 and GP9, that occasionally got names that were not widely
publicized.
I thought that if anyone would know the answer, it would be you. Do you have any
information or recollection of such a locomotive?
Bill
Jim Townsend
From: Dean Schirf
Date: Thu, August 29, 2019 1:36 pm
To:
Bill Pollard
Sadly Bill, there were no RI locos that carried the name of Jim Townsend……of the plus
70 GP-38-2s locomotives, there were several named for Oklahomans……David Boren
(US Senator) and Glenn English (Congressman), a few for Ok cities, El Reno and Enid
come to mind. Among my Rock Island regrets was when I first went to the state capitol
in 1979, working for the chamber, and meeting Jim for the first time, was not quickly
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following up on a suggestion he had made at the time. He wanted to take me on one
his freight runs out of Shawnee to El Reno….never happened as the Rock ceased ops
in March 1980. What did continue for the next 40 years however, was knowing this
wonderful and caring individual who led the effort to save the Rock Island rails in
Oklahoma. I stayed in contact with him till the end. He died peaceably in bed at his
home. In the last months of his life several of us very close friends, did a video with Jim
in his living room to give to his family. The idea of putting notable names on Rock Island
locos was one the classiest things Rock management did at the last. Unfortunately, it
came too late for Jim but what a great idea it would have been.
Take care my friend,
Dean
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The e-newsletter covers the history of the Rock Island Railroad in documents and miniature. It is
devoted to its readers — anyone and everyone who has interest in the Rock Island.
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personal check are accepted at the publisher's address 128 Whittier Circle, Falls Church, VA 22046.
Contributors wishing to submit via PayPal may use our address: editor@rockislandreporter.com.
Cancellation
Please email us if you do not wish to receive notices of this publication, and we will immediately remove
you from our email distribution list. This is a simple newsletter and we are only concerned with the Rock
Island RR. We do not participate in any spam activities and will not share your e-mail address with
outside parties. While our mailing list is not shared with other parties, it is maintained on MailChimp
Email Services on their website. We are not responsible for any non-Rock Island Reporter uses of

our mailing list by MailChimp, should they make a policy decision to do so.
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